FORT LANGLEY COMMUNITY ROWING CLUB
MAKES A C-A-S-E FOR MEMBER SAFETY AND RESPECT

COACH:
1. COACH (or Safety Boat Operator) supervises and directs all
scheduled rows, as per the FLCRC calendar.
2. COACH is responsible for boat assignments. Consideration will be
given to crews that are training for upcoming races.
3. COACH has the final say on the dock and on the water. Any
disagreement about a coach decision must be presented in writing
to the FLCRC Directors for resolution.

ARRIVE:
4. Arrive at the dock 15 minutes prior to the scheduled time for boat
assignments, inspection and prep of equipment, etc.

SAFETY:
5. Safety protocol requires that all rowers must sign out at the start of
the row and sign in once you are safely back on the dock.

EQUIPMENT:
6. Equipment must be put away and maintained according to FLCRC
standard procedures.
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FORT LANGLEY COMMUNITY ROWING CLUB
CLUB RULES
1. FLCRC members are expected to conduct themselves in a manner that
promotes respect to all other members.
2. FLCRC members have a responsibility to maintain and enhance the dignity
and self-esteem of other members.
3. FLCRC members should report any concern about another’s behavior to the
coach immediately.
4. FLCRC members shall refrain from any behavior that constitutes
harassment/abuse.
5. FLCRC members will treat all equipment as if it is your own, respect the
property of others and will not willfully cause damage.
6. FLCRC members will comply at all times with the Constitution, policies, rules
and regulations of the Fort Langley Community Rowing Club, as adopted and
amended from time to time.
7. FLCRC members will adhere to all Federal, Provincial and Municipal laws
while participating in club activities.

FLCRC Bylaws:
17. The Directors may suspend or expel any member who, in their determination, has violated
any of these Bylaws or any Rule or is guilty of misconduct.
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